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Moments of Time
Early in the twentieth century, a wooden-framed biplane rises up
through a threatening stack of storm clouds, and a heavy glass-plate
camera held out of an open cockpit is steadied against a roaring wind.
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On a spring day in 2009, a small Cessna aircraft banks above the blue
waters of the Loch of Stenness and gazes into the ancient heart of an
Orcadian stone circle.
It is May 1941 and a brave
reconnaissance pilot powers
a Spitfire away from Wick’s
camouflaged airbase, his mission
to hunt the fjords of Norway for
the German navy’s most feared
battleship.
At the start of the new
millennium, a photographer
opens an aeroplane window to
a furious rush of air, telescopic
lens pointing down at four tall
cranes poised over the skeleton
of Edinburgh’s emerging
parliament building.
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Separated by time and space, all of these incidents share a common factor.
A camera is taken above Scotland, and, as a shutter opens and closes, a
moment of time – an event, a people, a landscape – is frozen forever.
The National Collection of Aerial Photography is made up of millions of
these images, unique split-second pictures of history stopped still. For nearly
a hundred years, photographs taken from Scotland’s skies have captured every
aspect of a rapidly changing nation. The earliest aerial views in the Collection
– from the years immediately after the First World War – bring to life the
towns and cities of our grandparents, with horizons obscured by chimney
smoke and vast factories and shipyards powering the British Empire. From
the 1940s, thousands of Royal Air Force photographs show Scotland transformed into a military machine, its countryside and coastlines bearing the
heavy boot-print of global conflict. Images spanning the second half of the
twentieth century show the dramatic decline of the industries that dominated
the Central Belt, and the diverse new communities, from utopian New Town
experiments to huge glass and chrome retail outlets, which have risen to take
their place.
Year-on-year the National Collection, curated by the Royal Commission
on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland (RCAHMS), continues
to grow. More historic photographs are discovered, declassified military
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imagery is deposited, and the RCAHMS aerial survey team take to the skies
to record everything from glimpses of Roman camps in crop marks to the
gleaming new architecture and engineering of our constantly evolving
landscape.

Taken from The Flying Photographer,
an album of aerial views of Britain, this
evocative image is probably the work of
Alfred Buckham, a pioneering aviator and
aerial photographer. DP058142 c.1920s

Every photograph tells a story. Each image is a window onto a scene
of suspended time. Viewed together, the millions of moments of Scotland
captured over the past century are transformed into a remarkable image reel –
a moving, living, growing account of the making of a modern nation.

Between rock and sea – ‘lazy bed’
cultivation ridges cling to the shore at
Tharanais on Harris. SC1007628 2005
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Urban Footprints
Writing in 1723, Daniel Defoe, the English author most famous
for the novels Robinson Crusoe and Moll Flanders, described
Glasgow as, ‘a very fine city; the four principal streets are the
fairest for breadth, and the finest built that I have ever seen in
one city together... It is the cleanest, most beautiful, and best built
city in Britain, London excepted.’
Within 30 years, the Glasgow described by Defoe had grown
even finer, its airy streets of detached mansions built by Tobacco
Lords grown rich on imports from the American colonies. When
American Independence ended the tobacco boom, cotton took
its place and Glasgow prospered and continued to grow, a glittering monument to commerce and trade. The Merchant City
was built, its large blocks of shops, warehouses and residential
accommodation forming streets designed to frame views of celebrated buildings, from the grand facade of the Royal Exchange
to the baroque splendour of St Andrew’s Church. But this expansion, although steady and sustained, would soon be propelled to
an incredible rate by the furious pistons of heavy industry.
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The industrial and agricultural revolutions had a huge impact on Glasgow.
The once small ecclesiastical town centred on St Mungo’s Cathedral –
the original ‘dear green place’ – had experienced only modest growth up to
the beginning of the eighteenth century. Over the next 150 years, Glasgow
exploded into the Second City of the Empire, a sprawling industrial engine,
powering away under a near permanent canopy of black smoke and fire.
Wealthier residents moved west out of the overcrowded old town, creating
early suburbs like Blythswood Hill, with its open-ended network of street
grids. Industries consumed much of the city and vast tracts of tenements and
slums grew up to house the legions of workers.
Glasgow approached the industrial age with incredible vigour, and was
the most radically transformed of Scotland’s urban environments. But the
expansion continued throughout the country, feeding towns and cities from
Aberdeen to Edinburgh. Such rapid growth had inevitable consequences
as bulging urban centres were cloaked in soot and grime, and by the latter
half of the twentieth century, government directives enforced a clear-out,
demolishing tenements and relocating populations to high density housing
on the outskirts of cities. ‘New Towns’ like East Kilbride and Cumbernauld
were built as pioneers of a utopian form of living, their pre-planned layouts of
green spaces and activity zones carefully designed as a vision of how people
should live and work.
The massive population surge that began in the eighteenth century overran
urban Scotland and demanded instant answers to problems of inadequate
housing and overcrowding. The solutions presented, from tower blocks to
satellite cities, have left distinctive imprints on the land, sometimes tearing
communities apart, sometimes creating new ones, but always adding new
layers to the diverse cityscapes we recognise today.
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A jumbled wave of buildings, roads and
warehouses meets the solid shore of
Glasgow’s regimented Georgian street
grid. Just over 20 years after this photo
graph was taken, the wide concrete and
tarmac of the M8 motorway would be
laid directly through this inner-city
landscape. SC802946 1947
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The grandeur of Glasgow’s City Chambers
looks out over George Square at an expanse
of ordered grid-iron canyons. The late nineteenth century saw substantial remodelling
of the central streets, as technology allowed
structures to grow higher and higher, and
customised building blocks of red-hued
sandstone arrived from the Dumfriesshire
quarries. DP015629 2006
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Set against spectacular Highland scenery,
Castle Stalker still retains much of its
original character as a tough and brooding
sentry guarding the mouth of Loch Laich
near Connel on the Appin coast. Built
around 1540 on a tiny island, its location
underlines the importance of controlling
the western seaways in medieval Scotland.
above DP026789 2007; right DP017741 2006
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Built for the British Fisheries Society in
the late eighteenth century, the regular
geometric pattern of Ullapool’s streets lay a
startlingly ordered grid over Loch Broom’s
wild highland landscape. DP024758 2007
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An ever-growing urban population
fuelled the popularity of spectator sports
like football. Sitting proudly among the
tenements and terraced housing of Mount
Florida in Glasgow, Scotland’s national
stadium of Hampden Park was once the
largest in the world. Although it was
overtaken for size in 1950 by the Maracana
in Rio de Janerio, Brazil, it still retains the
European record for the highest attendance
at a single game – a 149,415 turnout for
Scotland against England in 1937’s British
Home Championship. DP048143 1927
f o l l o w i ng pag e s

A packed mixture of housing, factories
and green spaces spreads outwards from
nineteenth century Edinburgh through
the Gorgie area of the city. In the centre
left of the photograph are Tynecastle and
Murrayfield stadiums. SC943153 1941
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At the eastern boundary of Lochaber,
the heavy blue waters of the River Spean
meet the colossal curve of the stone and
concrete wall of the Laggan Dam. 213m
wide and 52m high, the Dam was built
for the British Aluminum Company in
1934 to provide water for Fort William’s
hydro-electric plant. left  DP023887 2007;
right  DP023880 2007
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